We’ve got enrollment
locked up.

Secure
Flexible
Effortless

iEnrollsolutions

is the provider of safe,

secure, effortless enrollment services.

This

innovative, cloud based application makes the
process of collecting and disseminating subscriber
data, clean and simple. Our paperless system is an
environmentally neutral process of which you
can be very proud. Whether you are a broker,
agent, carrier, benefit administrator or an employer,
with iEnrollsolutions, the i is you.

Employers, Municipalities and Unions

Today’s leaner HR teams need a comprehensive,
flexible and secure enrollment solution to manage all
aspects of benefits enrollment and administration. With
iEnrollsolutions, your team will benefit from a system
designed to be easy to understand and navigate,
and from a depth of reporting and communication
that is unparalleled. Employees benefit by the clear
presentation of their benefit options, simplifying the
task of choosing the programs that best meet their needs
and budgets.

Brokers/Agents

Increase your business, by becoming a solution
provider for your current and future clients with
iEnrollsolutions flexible, efficient and modular design. With
iEnroll as your partner, you will have the tools you need
to satisfy every client. From the most complex HR benefits
enrollment, administration and communication system
to a simple voluntary benefits enrollment tool we have
what you need to be successful. iEnroll supports: multiple
carriers, agent assisted laptop/tablet enrollment, call center/
web-based self enrollments and more.

Carriers

iEnroll is designed for all constituencies that demand
efficient, flexible, successful enrollment. We provide a
simplistic approach to data gathering for employees,
agents and HR teams, coupled with powerful, secure,
flexible and complete data exchange system for carriers.
All this makes for a seamless, effortless enrollment
experience. Behind the scenes, iEnroll synchronizes
enrollments in real time across the internet. For times
when internet access is not available, iEnroll’s innovative
technologies will: collect, verify, and batch enrollment data.
When internet access is detected, synchronization with your
system is completed.

Contact us today to see a demo!

iEnrollsolutions

info@ienrollsolutions.com
888-375-4440
fax 401-633-6598
www.ienrollsolutions.com mentsolutions.
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